NURSING EDUCATION DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS

During this unprecedented healthcare crisis, the further risk of a nursing workforce shortage is amplified by the challenges facing nursing programs and graduating students. ATI has resources to assist nursing programs with the move to online-only teaching and clinical + lab challenges. Find detail on the resources listed below at www.atinursing.com.

CLINICAL SUPPLEMENTS

REAL LIFE CLINICAL REASONING SCENARIOS
Developed by nurse educators, Real Life uses screen-based simulation to encourage critical thinking, clinical decision-making, and clinical judgment with deep engagement in realistic client scenarios. Students are challenged to make important healthcare decisions as they progress through each scenario, significantly impacting client outcomes. All Real Life scenarios provide ready-made lesson plans that assist in designing a quality clinical replacement experience.

HEALTH ASSESS
HealthAssess prepares nursing students to perform health assessments and builds their clinical judgment skills in a virtual learning and practice experience on authentic virtual clients. Virtual Practices include four focused client assessments, and a Virtual Challenge includes one head-to-toe assessment. The tool covers physical assessments of major body systems, documentation, and clinical reasoning. Lesson plans are provided to guide student activities and facilitate online discussion.

VIDEO CASE STUDIES
Video Case Studies delivers exposure to clinical scenarios and practice in clinical judgment by responding to prompts, watching expert responses, reflecting, and quizzing. 50 cases can be used in a group or independently, while prompts also can serve as discussion questions for responses that require clinical judgment. Ready-to-use lesson plans guide activities and facilitate online discussions.

NURSE’S TOUCH, THE COMMUNICATOR 2.0
The Communicator 2.0 guides students through therapeutic communication techniques, providing repeated opportunities to engage with virtual clients – some high-risk – in key conversations. Students practice independently with clients, and educators can guide follow-up group discussion. Lesson plans support faculty in making student assignments and facilitating online discussion.

SKILLS MODULES
ATI Skills Modules guide students step-by-step through 180+ essential nursing skills with media-rich tutorials, checklists, assessments with remediation, and more. Students learn via application activities and class discussion that center on “what-if” scenarios to build relevant skills.

CIVILITY MENTOR
Learning tutorials and simulated scenarios address the role of civility in nursing, as well as civility in the academic environment, clinical environment, and professional practice. Virtual interactions include resolving conflict in peer-to-peer, student-to-preceptor, and other conversations. The tool includes ready-to-use lesson plans to guide student activities and online discussions.

EHR TUTOR
EHR Tutor offers students a realistic experience with all standard charting, as well as specialty items, from the convenience of their personal computers.